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Exercise 1

Extend the calibration exercise from Exercise Sheet 9 along the following directions:

(a) Include the possibility of valuating all calibration products either by means of the class
SwaptionAnalyticApproximation, as already carried out, or by means of a full Monte Carlo va-
luation using the class Swaption.

(b) Allow both the possibilities to calibrate with respect to price or volatility.

(c) Add the possibility of calibrating a normal LMM, i.e. one in which the forward Libor rates follow
the normal SDE:

dLi
t = σitdW

i
t , t ≥ 0,

for some functions (σit)t≥0 and Brownian motions (W i
t )t≥0. In order to do this, one possibility is

to use the class BlendedLocalVolatilityModel that interpolates between log-normal and normal
distribution using a displacement parameter 0 ≤ disp ≤ 1 (disp = 0 means log-normal, disp = 1
normal).

(d) In order to give the target values for the calibration, assume now that the observed implied Black
volatilities and related observed prices derive from a Libor market model with an exponentially
decaying correlation and with volatility structure following an exponential Rebonato’s formulation,
with parameters a = 0.25, b = 1.3, c = 1.5, d = 0.1, α = 1.5. You should also add some noise to
both target volatilities and prices computed in this way.

Hint: you can do come points above by maybe introducing flag boolean variables, or switch/case state-
ments.

Exercise 2

Test your results considering other exercise dates and swap tenors with respect to those you have used
to compute the calibrated parameters. For example, you can use swaptions specified by
for (int exerciseIndex = 4;

exerciseIndex < dummyLibor.getNumberOfLibors() / fractionTraining;

exerciseIndex += 2) {
for (int numberOfPeriods = 1;

numberOfPeriods < dummyLibor.getNumberOfLibors() - exerciseIndex - 5;

numberOfPeriods += 4) {
} }
in order to calibrate the parameters, and

for (int exerciseIndex = Math.ceil((int) dummyLibor.getNumberOfLibors()

/ fractionTraining);

exerciseIndex <= dummyLibor.getNumberOfLibors() - 5;

exerciseIndex += 2) {
for (int numberOfPeriods = 1;

numberOfPeriods < dummyLibor.getNumberOfLibors() - exerciseIndex - 5;

numberOfPeriods += 4){
} }
in order to test them. See what happens if you choose fractionTraining = 2, 3, 4, for example: in which
case is the error smaller?


